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1. Introduction. Let F be a field, K an extension field; let ($>(K/F)

denote the Brauer group of classes of simple algebras with center F

split by K. ($>(K/F) is a functor in both K and F which is "left exact"

in K: if L is an extension of K, the injection K^>L induces an injec-

tion (S,(K/F)-+(S,(L/F).
Now assume that F is a field of characteristic p>0, and let C be a

purely inseparable, K, a separable extension of F, both finite. It is

well known that C®fK, is a field, which we shall denote by K; K is

the direct sum ("inverse product") of C and Ks in the category of

finite extension fields of F. One might expect that since (&( /F) is left

exact, this property of K is reflected in <S,(K/F). Indeed, if [Ks: F]

and [C: F] are relatively prime, one sees easily that ($>(K/F) is the

direct sum of ($>(C/F) and (S,(KS/F). However, if [Ks: F] is also a

pth power, ($>(C/F) and <S,(Ka/F) will in general have a nontrivial

intersection; an algebra class over F can be split by both C and Ka.

The question arises: is (&(K/F) generated by its subgroups (&(C/F)

and <S>(Ka/F)7 The purpose of this note is to give an example which

answers this question in the negative.

2. The example. As in the introduction, let F be a field of char-

acteristic p>0, and let C — F(rj) where npEF, r)EF\ assume further

that CP=F. Let K3 be a cyclic extension of F, [Ks■ F]=p. Let

K = KS®C be the composite extension field. Finally, we assume that

there exists a division algebra D with center F and maximal com-

mutative subfield K. The construction of a specific F, C, Kt and D

will be done in the 3rd section. The Brauer class of D, [D], is thus an

element of <S>(K/F).

Theorem. [D]E®>(K/F) is not the product of aE<$>(Ks/F) and

&E<S>(C/F).

Proof. Suppose [D]=a-B; we derive a contradiction. Let AEot

be central simple/F with maximal commutative subfield Ks, BEB

have C as maximal commutative subfield [l, Theorem 4.27, p. 6l].

We note that neither a nor B is the identity element of &(K/F), since

D is not split by C or K.. We have [A: F] =p2= [B: F], and since

neither A nor B are matrices over F, they must both be division alge-
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bras [l, Theorem 3.18, p. 43]. By hypothesis A ®B^D®m, where

JOT is a full matrix ring over F; however, a dimension count shows

311 = F, and A ®B=D. Thus we can consider A and B as division sub-

algebras of D, both with center F and each the centralizer of the other

[l, Theorem 4.13, p. 53].

Now A is a cross-product, indeed a cyclic algebra: A =K, @yKa ©

• • • ®yp~lKs, where y satisfies the following properties: y~lky

= k" i<rE%iKs/F), <J7±1) and ypEF [l, p. 74]. Considered as an ele-

ment of D, y must commute with B and hence with CEB. Thus Ciy)

is a field contained in D. On the one hand, Ciy) must be a bigger field

than C, since if y were in C it would commute with Ks; on the other

hand, since ypEF and Cp= F, yECiy) must be in C. This contradic-

tion proves the theorem.

3. Construction of D. We must exhibit: a field P, a division algebra

D with center F and degree p2 over P (i.e. [P: p] =p4); a subfield of

D, Ks, containing F and cyclic over P; a field C such that FECED

and O = F, such that C and K, commute elementwise.

Let F — GFip)iw) where it is an indeterminate over GFip). Let R

be the (unique) cyclic extension of GFip) of degree p2. Set P = P(7t);

P is a cyclic extension of F of degree £2. Let a be the generating auto-

morphism of g(Z,/F);o-p2 = l. Finally, form P = (P, a, 7r) [l, p. 74].

One sees immediately via polynomial degree considerations that

the indeterminate it is not a norm from Kt— {kEL: k^ = k}. This

suffices to show that D is a division algebra [l, Theorem 7.19, p. 98].

Note that the field K„ is cyclic of degree p over P.

We construct C as follows: by definition of D there exists an ele-

ment yED such that yp =ir iy induces the automorphism a in

LED = iL, o-, it)). Let C=Fiyp); then, since (yp)p = Tr, CP = F. Note

that C and K. commute, since yp and K, do; thus K = C®K, is a

subfield of P.
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